FORD CAPTURED BY FRESHMAN PLOTTERS

Would Be Jail Carefully Kept In
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their final returns, they expect to ill just a nail fishing even in his
comen.

RNG Lea Kers

It is alleged that Philip Stover, Stover, Park, Beni, Green, Newcomb and

M. I. T. A. HOLDS

Meeting on Monday

At a meeting of the officers of the Constitution of the M. I. T. A. in

Boston, it was de-

the Executive Committee "be crossed

ought to be carried-they are on the

atfternoon, but as yet have met with

stated "That the Publicity Manager

merely a surmise. A number of us were on either side of the en-

merit is purely a Technology-

I CANAPOLIGIZE

Through a garden error at the post of Field Day he grieved-

It has been certified from the rest of the list in

The new ones are:

Addison S. Ellis '32

James E. Hoover '32

C. Elliott Middlesworth '32

Frank P. Writer '32

Arthur M. Bloomberg '32

Elie Spirer '32

We apologize

CHEMICAL SOCIETY WILL HOLD SMOKER

Mr. Gustavus J. Esselen, Jr., Engaged as Speaker

Mr. Gustavus J. Esselen, Jr., president of the Sherman and

Easton Company, will address the Chemical Society Smoker in North

Chemical Society meeting will include a talk with lantern slides.

Seven smokers and five trips are planned for the society during the

week. The first trip will be

on Thursday night.

A set of seven books published by the chemical committee has

been in circulation, which will be raffled off at the finish of the society.

It is expected that a set of books will be raffled off during the

morning meeting to a lucky member.

Mr. Esselen will lecture on the best chemicaleconomy in the country.

Baton society will hold first meeting

With the first meeting of the season scheduled for this evening, the Baton

Society opens its new year. The meeting will be held in the first floor of

72 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston.

There are to be made and presented here for the season during.

The new society is the first of its kind in the college.

An unprejudiced opinion of the

OPEN FORUM
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A year ago the society was pulled against benchmark.  Each year since has been

planned and will be improved daily. The outcome can only come through a

institutions for the season discussed. As

the Sophomores have good football teams to

study of the figures and definite data

out which will develop. An unprejudiced opinion of the

ments. They will of course be sta-

nights before Field Day to prevent any

inch that a set of books will be raffled

and samples.

This year, as heretofore, marshals

This year, as heretofore, marshals

have shown

not stress this point too strongly.

perhaps this instance of intolerance

The Liberal Club is not a political organization. I claim

to-morrow, this month is the birth-

This is the first meeting of the Liberal Club, to be held this year, all members

are invited to be present.

The Open Forum
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great misunderstanding of the pur-

pose of the Liberal Club. The Liberal

Club was formed last September, and it is understood that the

understanding is that the Liberal Club numbers

the whole. It is important to note that

fact that the Liberal Club members

are among the most radical men in gen-

eral, natural and conservative forces here. The Club

has absolutely no connection with any other club, party, or political

party, and is purely a Liberal organization.

One of the reasons of the Liberal Club is to study and direct political

institutions of the country. In with this

the club stands for fair play and, in the near future, the club

institutions are to use its ele-

We believe that only through

i -justify. We believe that only through

paid. It is important to note that

the Liberal Club presses for fair play and, in the near future, the club

will be able to effect some of the

Liberals have a decided advantage. An un-

predicted average of 150 pounds

the Sophomore, weight is about equal to the

weight of the Freshman teams.

In the games where weight counts,

the Sophomore men have a decided advantage. An un-

predicted average of 150 pounds

the Sophomore, weight is about equal to the

weight of the Freshman teams.

In the games where weight counts,

the Sophomore men have a decided advantage. An un-

predicted average of 150 pounds

the Sophomore, weight is about equal to the

weight of the Freshman teams.